
Wind Through Metal Gates

Filename Description SampleRate Channels BitDepth Duration
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong tonal filtered fluttering winds, fast buzzing, echoing knocks, resonant scrapes_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong tonal filtered winds create a constant fast buzzing sound with echoing knocks and resonant scrapes 192000 2 24 02:34
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong tonal filtered fluttering winds, fast buzzing, echoing knocks, resonant scrapes_LOOP 02.wav Medium to strong tonal filtered winds create a constant fast buzzing sound with echoing knocks and resonant scrapes 192000 2 24 02:32
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong tonal fluttering winds, fast resonant vibrations, dry knocks, metallic tapping and buzzing, distant squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium tonal fluttering wind creates fast dry metallic rattling, dry knocks, metallic taps and buzzing sounds with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 03:00
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium tonal filtered fluttering wind, fast buzzing, echoing knocks, dry rattling, resonant scrapes_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong tonal filtered winds create a constant fast buzzing sound with echoing knocks and resonant scrapes 192000 2 24 02:35
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium tonal fluttering wind, fast resonant vibrations, dry knocks, metallic tapping and buzzing, distant squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium tonal fluttering wind creates fast dry metallic rattling, dry knocks, metallic taps and buzzing sounds with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:20
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium tonal fluttering wind, fast resonant vibrations, dry knocks, metallic tapping and buzzing, distant squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Medium tonal fluttering wind creates fast dry metallic rattling, dry knocks, metallic taps and buzzing sounds with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:31
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium tonal fluttering wind, fast resonant vibrations, dry knocks, metallic tapping and buzzing, distant squeaks_LOOP 03.wav Medium tonal fluttering wind creates fast dry metallic rattling, dry knocks, metallic taps and buzzing sounds with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:55
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 01_Medium tonal fluttering wind, fast resonant vibrations, dry knocks, metallic tapping and buzzing, distant squeaks_LOOP 04.wav Medium tonal fluttering wind creates fast dry metallic rattling, dry knocks, metallic taps and buzzing sounds with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:28
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy textured winds, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, rustling, squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm airy textured wind at start and end, long period of medium wind in middle, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, intermittent rustling and distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:00
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Medium airy textured wind, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, rustling, squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy textured wind creates dry fast metallic rattling, taps, fast clicks, vibrations, rustling and intermittent loud squeaks 192000 2 24 02:29
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Medium airy textured wind, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy textured wind with strong intermittent gusts creates heavy dry metallic rattling, occasional knocks, light tapping and fast vibrations with intermittent distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:24
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Medium airy textured wind, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Medium airy textured wind creates dry fast metallic rattling, taps, fast clicks and vibrations with intermittent loud squeaks 192000 2 24 02:52
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry fast rattles, knocks, taps, clicks, vibrations, squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy textured wind with strong intermittent gusts creates heavy dry metallic rattling, occasional knocks, light tapping and fast vibrations with intermittent distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:40
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 02_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry fast rattles, taps, clicks, vibrations, squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy textured wind with strong intermittent gusts creates heavy dry metallic rattling, light tapping and fast vibrations with intermittent loud squeaks 192000 2 24 02:24
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium tonal winds, fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes_LOOP 01.wav Calm wind with intermittent medium gusts, creates fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes and intermittent squeaks 192000 2 24 02:03
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 03_Calm tonal wind, fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes_LOOP 01.wav Calm tonal wind creates fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes and intermittent squeaks 192000 2 24 02:31
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 03_Calm tonal wind, fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes_LOOP 02.wav Calm tonal wind creates fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes and intermittent squeaks 192000 2 24 02:28
METLMvmt_WTMG_Large Metal Gate 03_Very calm to calm tonal winds, fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes_LOOP 01.wav Very calm wind at start and end, calm tonal wind in the middle creates fast resonant rattling and vibrations, echoing knocks and squeaks, taps, scrapes and intermittent squeaks 192000 2 24 01:19
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Calm to medium airy textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:53
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Calm to strong howling textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Calm to strong airy howling textured winds, creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:34
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium airy textured wind, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:33
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium airy textured wind, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 02.wav Medium constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:21
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium howling tonal wind, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium howling tonal wind, creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:56
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:01
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 02.wav Medium to strong constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:05
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 03.wav Medium to strong constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:00
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong airy textured winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 04.wav Medium to strong constant airy textured winds creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:39
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong airy tonal winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong airy tonal winds, creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:32
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 01_Medium to strong howling tonal winds, dry metallic knocks and scrapes, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong airy howling textured winds, creates dry metallic knocks and scrapes with constant rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:00
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits, squeaks, rustling grass_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits, squeaks and rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:11
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits, squeaks, rustling grass_LOOP 03.wav Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits, squeaks and rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:30
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits and squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits and squeaks 192000 2 24 01:43
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits and squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits and squeaks 192000 2 24 01:55
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits and squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits and squeaks 192000 2 24 02:28
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits, squeaks, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy buffering textured wind creates dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits, squeaks and rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:16
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits, squeaks, rustling grass_LOOP 02.wav Medium airy buffering textured wind creates dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits, squeaks and rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:59
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Medium airy buffering textured wind, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits, squeaks_LOOP 03.wav Medium airy buffering textured wind creates dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits, squeaks 192000 2 24 01:25
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Medium to strong airy buffering textured winds, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits and squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium to strong airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits and squeaks 192000 2 24 02:18
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 02_Very calm to medium airy buffering textured winds, dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles, echoing hits and squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to medium airy buffering textured winds create dry metallic knocks, resonant rattles and echoing hits and squeaks 192000 2 24 02:08
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm filtered textured wind, dry metallic knocks rattles and vibrations, distant squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm filtered sounding textured wind creates constant dry metallic knocks, rattles and vibrations with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:08
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm filtered textured wind, dry metallic knocks rattles and vibrations, distant squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Calm filtered sounding textured wind creates constant dry metallic knocks, rattles and vibrations with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 01:30
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm filtered textured wind, dry metallic knocks rattles and vibrations, distant squeaks_LOOP 03.wav Calm filtered sounding textured wind creates constant dry metallic knocks, rattles and vibrations with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 02:26
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm filtered textured wind, dry metallic knocks rattles and vibrations, distant squeaks_LOOP 04.wav Calm filtered sounding textured wind creates constant dry metallic knocks, rattles and vibrations with distant squeaks 192000 2 24 00:57
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm filtered textured wind, dry metallic knocks rattles and vibrations_LOOP 01.wav Calm filtered sounding textured wind creates constant dry metallic knocks, rattles and vibrations 192000 2 24 01:51
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium airy textured winds, resonant tapping, dry metallic rattles and vibrations, distant squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy, textured, winds create resonant tapping sounds, dry metallic rattles and vibrations and distant squeaks 192000 2 24 01:30
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium airy textured winds, resonant tapping, dry metallic rattles and vibrations, prominent squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy, textured, winds create resonant tapping sounds, dry metallic rattles and vibrations and lots of prominent squeaks 192000 2 24 02:03
METLMvmt_WTMG_Medium Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium airy textured winds, resonant tapping, dry metallic rattles and vibrations, prominent squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium airy, textured, winds create resonant tapping sounds, dry metallic rattles and vibrations and lots of prominent squeaks 192000 2 24 01:47
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 01_Calm to medium airy winds, rustling long grass_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy winds blows long grass against a small metal gate creating constant rustling, scratching sounds and bass tones through the metal 192000 2 24 02:07
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 01_Calm to medium airy winds, rustling long grass_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium airy winds blows long grass against a small metal gate creating constant rustling, scratching sounds and bass tones through the metal 192000 2 24 02:38
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 01_Medium airy winds, rustling long grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium airy winds blows long grass against a small metal gate creating constant rustling, scratching sounds and bass tones through the metal 192000 2 24 02:18
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Calm to medium airy textured winds, banging rattling chain, resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy, textured winds blows a chain against the gate creating resonant, hits, rattling and other metallic tapping sounds, some light whistling sounds 192000 2 24 01:35
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Very calm to calm airy textured winds, banging rattling chain, resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to calm airy, textured winds blows a chain against the gate creating resonant, hits, rattling and other metallic tapping sounds, some light whistling sounds 192000 2 24 01:34
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Very calm to calm airy textured winds, banging rattling vibrating chain, resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to calm airy, textured winds blows a chain against the gate creating resonant, hits, rattling, vibrating and other metallic tapping sounds, some light whistling sounds 192000 2 24 01:32
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, banging rattling vibrating chain, resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to medium airy, textured winds blows a chain against the gate creating resonant, hits, rattling, vibrating and other metallic tapping sounds, some light whistling sounds 192000 2 24 02:05
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, banging rattling vibrating chain, resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 02.wav Very calm to medium airy, textured winds blows a chain against the gate creating resonant, hits, rattling, vibrating and other metallic tapping sounds, some light whistling sounds 192000 2 24 01:44
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 02_Very calm wind, banging chain, gentle resonant hits, light whistling_LOOP 01.wav Very calm wind blows a chain against the gate creating gentle resonant hits 192000 2 24 00:56
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium airy textured winds, dry knocking rattling scraping squeaking metal, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium airy textured winds with bass and mid tones, creating dry knocking, rattling, scraping and occasional plucks and squeaks, light rustling grass 192000 2 24 02:19
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Calm to medium airy textured winds, dry knocking rattling scraping squeaking metal, rustling grass_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium airy textured winds with bass and mid tones, creating dry knocking, rattling, scraping and occasional plucks and squeaks, light rustling grass 192000 2 24 02:36
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal, rustling grass_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds with occasional light rustling long grass 192000 2 24 01:38
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 01-1.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry rattling and some scraping sounds with occasional light rustling long grass 192000 2 24 02:26
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 01:26
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 02.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 01:40
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 03.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 01:39
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 04.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 02:14
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling scraping metal_LOOP 05.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry scraping and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 01:35
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to medium airy textured winds, dry rattling squeaking metal_LOOP 01.wav Very calm to medium airy textured winds creating dry squeaking and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 02:12
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 03_Very calm to strong airy textured winds, dry rattling squeaking metal_LOOP 01.wav Very calm airy textured winds wind with single strong gust creating dry squeaking and rattling sounds 192000 2 24 02:07
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 01:20
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 02.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 01:18
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 03.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 02:04
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 04.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 02:03
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 05.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 02:09
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium fluttering winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 06.wav Calm to medium textured fluttering winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 01:34
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Calm to medium winds, etherial resonant hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Calm to medium winds create long etherial and tonal resonant hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and occasional textured squeaks 192000 2 24 01:14
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Medium airy textured wind, long etherial resonant mid tones, deep tonal hits, rattling chain, scraping grass, textured squeaks_LOOP 01.wav Medium wind creates long etherial resonant mid tonal sounds and deep metallic hits, a chain rattles and vibrates, long stiff grass scrapes frantically and lots of textured squeaks 192000 2 24 01:46
METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Medium constant airy textured wind, knocking chain, rustling long grass, textured squeaks, etherial resonant mid tones_LOOP 01.wav Medium constant airy fluttering textured wind knocks a chain repeatedly against the gate frame at a medium pace, long stiff grass rustles and scrapes frantically, intermittent resonant mid tones and textured squeaks 192000 2 24 02:34



METLMvmt_WTMG_Small Metal Gate 04_Medium constant airy textured wind, knocking chain, rustling long grass_LOOP 01.wav Medium constant airy fluttering textured wind knocks a chain repeatedly against the gate frame at a medium pace, long stiff grass rustles and scrapes frantically 192000 2 24 01:34


